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ABSTRACT. Tht effect of steepness of pulse-fronts on the response characteristics of 
RC-coupled pulse amplifiers has been studied. The analytical expressions of the responses 
of the amplifier to pulses of the following types have been derived : (i) Ramp function
input pulse, (ii) A pulse with linear rise and fall and (Hi) a saw-tooth pulse. In the case 
of a ramp function input pulse expressions have been deduced relating the rise and delay 
times of the reproduced pulse with the rise time of the input pulse, In the cases of 
pulses having sharp rise and fall, formulae have been derived for the maximum output 
voltage obtainable and the time corresponding to this maximum, as a function of times 
of rise and fall of the input pulse. The response characteristics for all the interesting 
cases have been plotted.
I N T,R 0  D U C T I 0  N
Pulse amplifiers are used not only in various branches of electronics 
but also ill almost every work of nuclear physics where it is necessary to 
amplify the signal coming out of a detector, the ionisation chamber,
proportional counters, etc. In various types of work, specially in experimental 
problems of nuclear physics, pulse amplifiers are meant only to reproduce 
the leading edge of the incoming pulse faithfully. The leading edge of 
the pulse is generally assumed to rise in a very short time and it is desired 
that the rise time and delay time of the pulse amplifier be very small.
Since all this information about the pulse amplifier is desirable before 
the start of the actual experiment, the response characteristics of tlie pulse 
amplifier to a step-function input pulse (figuie i) which rises from its initial to 
final value instantaneously, have been obtained theoretically and are available 
in standard text-books on pulse amplifiers (Valley and Wallnian, 1948)* 
An actual pulse can never have such an abrupt rise. The pulse from an 
ionisation chamber or other types of detector in nuclear physics requires 
a finite build-up time. So the tespouse of a pulse amplifier calculated by 
assuming the input voltage to be a step function, does not always demonstrate 
physically accurate pictures.
To get. a correct idea about the output of the pulse amplifier, it is 
necessary for the purpose of theoretical computations to tissume such an
* Communicated by Prof. M. N. Saha, F.R.S.
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input pulse that is a veiy good approximation to the actual pulse. A sharply
rising pulse front may bu well represented by a linearly rising puls^ in 
practically all the cases. vSo the input pulse can be assumed to be one 
that rises linearly to its final value and then flattens out (figure 2). Such a 
type of pulse is called a ramp function. It is also easy to express this w n p  
function pulse analytically as given below ; , . . .
e(0 =  /< uit) U- i i ) (I)
where/v represents the height of the pulse and u{i) and gre unit
step functions beginning at times / =  o and / —/j respectively.
Fio. I A step function input pulse.
I'lo . 2 *\ ramp function input pulse.
In many cases the incoming pulses are not flattened at the top but 
begin to fall sharply after reaching the final amplitude. The fall can be 
taken to be linear in many cases (figure 3). Kven when the fail is exponen- 
hal, the initial portion of the decay is practically linear in most of the cases. 
This pulse can be represented by the expression '
e { t ) ^ K u(t) * --- —/ 14. /
ih  ~ f 1' ••• (2)
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When — the pulse shown is figure 3 takes the form of a saw tooth
pulse (figure 4). This pulse is expressed by the following analytical 
relation :
e(t) — K — [u(i)-^ /i)]
 ^1
3^)
The subject of study in this paper is to determine the response functions 
of typical RC-coupled pulse amplifiers (figure 5) to these types of commonly- 
occurring pulses. Attention has been concentrated mainly on the effect of 
variation of steepness in the case of ramp fuqction input pulse on the shape 
of the output voltage and the rise time and delay time of reproduced pulse. 
When the pulse does not flatten out at the top (figures 3 and 4), main 
consideration is given to the determination of the fnaximum output voitage 
obtainable, the time at which this maximum occurs and the faithfulness with 
which the input pulse is reproduced.
Fig. 3. A pube with linear rise and fall.
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R E S T O N S R  T O  A R A M P  F U N C T I O N  I N P U T  P U L S E
We shall assume that only the high frequency equivalent circuit requires 
consideration in determining the reproduced output of the leading edge.
In the following analysis we shall always denote the Laplace transform 
of the voltage e(t) by eip).
The high frequency equivalent circuit of the jRC-coupled pulse amplifier 
is shown in figure 6, where R  is the load resistance, C is the combination of 
stray and wiring capacitances and gm denotes the mutual transconductance 
of the vacuum tube.
Fig. 6. High frequency equivalent circuit of the amplifier. 
If eo^P) is the output voltage of the amplifier, we have
h-P‘‘
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From equatiou (i) we obtain the Laplace transform of the input voltage
ei(p) =  K  J  \ (5)
If the resulting equation obtained by putting (5) into (4) be normalized
with the substitution i = l l R C  and <’,.(0  =  - - ^ ^ ,  we have
gmRR
® p^ (6)
where
The inverse Laplace transform of (6) gives
eo(f) =  ;-(«“ ' + t “ i)j o < t  ^ t r
ir
and (7)
eo(t)=^ ^ (i -e^r) +  i ^
t r
Thus the response of a single stage R C  amplifier is obtained for the case of a 
ramp function input pulse.
Now, the problem is to find out the voltage response of a chain of 
amplifiers, as shown in figure 7, to a ramp function. It will be assumed
Fig. 7. A chain of identical J?C-coiiplcd aniplificr.s. 
that all the stages are identical.
It is easy to show that the transform of the voltage developed across 
the nth tube is given by
... (8)
where c«(/>) is the voltage develored across the load resistance of the nth
tube. Normalizing by the siibslituliou t ^ i i R C  and e n ( t ) ^ e , M ) l t  
we have
/.V j  1__________ e-ptr *1
 ^ p ^ i + p r  P"(i-^PY
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. . .  (q )
By evaluating the transform of (9), we obtain
\n - 1>
t f.
and
, O ^ t ^ t r
... l^O)
r I («-i>
e«(t) =  i + —'
( n - i ) ! '  I
^ ( n - l )  . / X "VT
CV<<"-^-»'(r+i)! J - 6 ^  j ^
I (« — I )
C r .
u ( r + 1 ) !  ( j ,  ••• ( ll)
With the help of (10) and (ii) we can find the output voltage after any 
number of stages. Figures 8-11 show the responses of RC-coupled amplifiers 
to a rami) function input with different rise tunes, e.g., (i) 0.5, di) i.o, 
(Hi) 1,5  and (ivj 5.0.
Fig. 8. Response of a KC-coupled pulse amplifier lo a ramp 
function with rise time tr =0.5
That the response to a ramp function with a very sharp rise, e.g,, o .i 
in terms of RC, is practically identical with that to a step function, is obvious
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I'lg. 9. itebpoii'.e of nil Kr-ooupled pulse amplifier to a ramp
function with a ’rise time
r ig . 10. Response of an KC*coupled pulse amplifier to a ramp 
function with a rise time fr
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i/ife---- ^
Fig, I I .  Response of an RC-coupled pulse amplifier to a ramp 
function with rise time tr==5.o.
when we study figu ies 12  and 13 . The response functions of R C - c o u p h d  
pulse amplifiers to a step function input is well know^n and can be found in 
standard text-books on pulse technique.
F ig , 12. Response of an RC-coupled pulse amplifier to a step function input.
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Fi^r. T3. Ke'^ponsc «>f an /^C-couplod pulse aniplifiei to a ramp 
function with a i ise time f, ~ o .i.
R I S K  A N T )  D l U v A V  T I M F  vS Oh'  T H O F T T M T T  P TT I, S  K
n  we follow the conventional clefinitious of rise and delay times of the 
pulse amplifier iu this case also, we have :
Rise time =  f „ — f i =  T r 
Delay time = t<i
where tj and ta correspond to the times at which the normalized response 
assumes the values 0.9, o .i and 0.5 respectively The input pulse has finite 
rise and delay times of its own which are given by the expressions :
10 to 90 per cent, rise times of the input puise=o.S<r and 
delay tim e*o .s  tr.
So the actual contribution of the pulse amplifier to the increase of rise 
time and delay time of the output response is determined by the expressions 
( T r - o . S  and K rf-0 .5  /r) respectively.
We shall now derive expressions relating all the three parameters, (,„ i i  
and td with the rise time ir of the input pulse for a single stage R C  
amplifier.
If tu ^  irt we have
4 -i«o^ io {« ^ - i)/» =  log .
Ir
When tr tends to zero in the limit (step function input),
fu “ log. 10 =  2.302585
• •• (12)
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(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
When tu ^  tr, iu IS related to tr by the expression
9
If iu — iry we obtain the relation
=  I — o.I
Similarly, fi is expressed in terms of by the following equations
/K =  IO^e-^ +
l.= lo 8 .
9 t>
In the case of step-function response '/r= o ), we have from (16),
[//] =0.105360
Lt i
When h  =  iry
e -f , =  I -o.Q ft ... (17)
Solving (17) numerically, we obtain the corresponding value of to be 
0.214559. In figure 14 we have plotted tu, I? and 1\  against rise time tr of 
the input pulse. In the same figure we have drawn the curve (Tr ■ "■ o.8 ir) 
versus ir to show' clearly the contribution of the pulse amplifier to the 
increase of rise time of the reproduced pulse. It is found that the increase 
of rise time is significant at small values of . When tr ^  9.0, (T r”  0.8 tr) 
is less than 0.2. This .shows that wdth the decrease of steepness of pulse- 
fronts the faithfulness of amplification improves to a large extent.
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The delay time is related to the rise time tr of the input pulse by the 
expressions:
=  + t d ^ t r  (l8)
2(et r — i)
and /d =  log.
t r
t d ^ i r (19)
When tr tends to zero, we can find out Id with the help of (19).
Thus,
[la] =log,2 =  o.693i 47 , ,
L , t i r - * o  ••• (20)
which is the expression of the delay time in the case of step function input. 
When =  both (18) and (19) kad (o the equation
e - f j  =  1 —0.5 trf ... I21)
Solving (2r) numerically we obtain this particular value of td to be
1 .593624 =  tr
\  plot of delay time tj versus tr is given in figure 15. In the same 
figure the curve of (trf- 0 .5  M  against /r is also drawn. The delay of re­
production caused by the pulse amplifier is practically constant and nearly 
equal to one in terms of RC  when t r >  5- At smallei values of tr the delay 
curve slightly drops to as.sume the limiting value 0.6931 in the case of step- 
function response (tr= o l. So we can conclude that while the steepness of 
pulse fronts decreases the delay introduced by the amplifier does not increase 
appreciably. I t  increases from its value 0.6931 at (r =  0 (step-function input) 
to 0.910203 at t r = 3  and increases slowly to approach unity asymptotically 
as tr increases beyond this value.
Wg. I.S- A plot of delny time of the output pulse as a function of tv. 
^xSsaP—1
R K S r  o N S li T () \ ]• TJ L  S R W r T II L I N K A R R I S K  A N D  F A L L
It v.'ill be assumed that for the purpose of fiudiufi out the response it is 
sufficient to consider only the liigli frequency equivalent circuit of the
amplifier (figured).
The output voltage e i^p) is given by the expression
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Co(/’) = 1 + pCR
ia e-pti
t>U, i A h - 1, ) '  P''
X e—ph ... (22)
If we normalize (22) by substituting i ~ l l R C  and eJt)  =  e„U) 'gmR, we have
eoip) — -
i + p )
If
P‘l r ' />“
I+ - - p i ,
U f - i ,
(23)
where ir =  i , i R C  one tr — ti lHC,
Taking the inverse Laplace transform of (23), we obtain
e j t } =  ,
f r
e..(t)=-
ir
I — Ac 
t f - l .
and ?jt) ~
if
I —
( t f - i r !
t - h - l
t f - l .
1
. (. i < , i)
t ^  i
(24)
(25)
(26)
The nature of the response is illustrated in figures 16-20, where the 
effect of variation of tr and 1/ is .shown clearly.
Fig. i6. Response of an RC-coupled pulse amplifier to a pulse 
with linear rise and fall (rise time = KCj^
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Fig , 17. KLsp(iiist* of an i\C-conpk*d pulse aiuplificr to a pulse 
with linear rise and fall (rivso time = 2 ^ 0 .
F ig . 18. Response of an RC-coupled pulse amplifier to a pulse 
with linear rise and fall (rise tinie=^3KC).
It  IS interesting to note that the m axim um  amplitude grad ually  increases 
as the steepness of fa ll is reduced for a constant time of rise. T h e m axim um  
am plitude of the output voltage occurs at a time which lies in the interval 
i r ’^  So Im Can be determined by solving the equation obtained by
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J 22. Response of an KC-coupled pulse amplifier to a saw-tooth 
pulse with variable rise time. The maxiinuni amplitude versus 
tr curve is shown in dotted lines.
It is evident from the plot that the maximum output .occurs at f =  
The maximum amplitude curve as a function of ir is given by the equation
eMr)
, -  l)
t r
‘3^
The maximum amplitude curve is shown in dolled line in figure 22.
C O N C L U S I O N
The object of this paper is to show the changes of response characteristics 
with the variation of steepness of pulse fronts. It has been shown that a 
resistance-coupled pulse amplifier does not increase the lise time of the 
reproduced pulse appreciably if the input pulse has a rise time much greater 
than RC (c g., /i ==q/^C). It has a major contribution only if the steepness 
of the input pulse front is very great (e.g., ti — 0.2 or 0.5 RC). The additional 
delay introduced by the amplifier to reproduce the input pulse has a value 
practically equal to RC  when >  5RC. It has a minimum value in the case 
of a step function input pulse. Figure 15 will furnish a ready information 
about the exact delay time corresponding to a specified fr.
In the case of pulses with linear rise and fall, it has been noted that the 
maximum amplitude of the output pulse and the lime which corresponds 
to this maximum, are directly related to times of both rise and fall.
Though the nature of the responses in every case may be drawn from 
physical principles, a mathematical treatment of the response characteristics 
of pulse amplifiers to various types of input is necessary for accurate assuitip-
lions regarding the design and performance of amplifiers, hi this paper 
we have only discussed about the responses of a simple resistance-coupled 
amplifier. In a future communication we shall make an attempt to give a 
detailed analysis regarding the effects of negative feed-back and shunt- 
compensation on the response characteristics.
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